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The topic is very interesting and the two authors, Mailer and Thompson, are famous
representatives of American fiction and nonfiction, culture and journalism. Mr.Remesdoes
well in his presentation of the two authors, though he might have placed greater emphasis
on the fact that they came from two different generations and therefore offered a different
perspective. The contrast ofthese two perspectives might have been made clearer.

Norman Mailer employs a kind of alter-ego reporter character named,,Aquarius" who is not
really brought up in the thesis by Mr. Remes. lwould imagine the need in his analysis of this
work of nonfiction to emphasize what Mailer aimed to do with this novel ,,Aquarius"
invention (who does not appear in his 1968 election book of nonfiction, Miomi ond the Siege
in Chicogol. What was his ultimate purpose and did he succeed? The overview of the
climate and the depressing weakness of the opponents of Nixon within the Democratic Party
is described quite well, including Nixon's rather innovative approach to the youth in his
polticialcampaign.
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PrSce splfiuje zdkladni poiadavky kladen6 na tento typ prac[, a proto ji doporuduji k tistni
obhajob6.

Navrhovand zndmka: velmi dobie

Ot6zkv k obhaiob6:

1. How does the portrait of Nixon by Oliver Stone in his film compare, especially
regarding Nixon in this election, with the perspectives of Thompson and Mailer?

2. Describe in your opinion the literary purpose of ,,Aquarius" in Norman Mailer's
convention coverage.

3. Account for Nixon's broken promises from the 1958 campaign not being held against
him in the L972 election, and therefore his remarkable ,,landslide" victory over
,,Saint" George McGovern.
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